Exodus 14 tells the miracle of Moses and the Israelites crossing the Red Sea. When Moses stretched his hand over the sea, the water parted and created a path for the people to escape to safety.

Draw how you imagine this amazing scene looked.

In Matthew 18, Jesus teaches us our forgiveness should be endless, just like God's. One way to think of forgiveness is to picture open hands - hands which receive, accept, and are open.

Finish the drawing of the hands. Inside the hands, draw or write something you might need to forgive.
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In Matthew 20, Jesus tells the parable of the generous landowner. It teaches us how God understands fairness in a different way than we do. What does fairness look like to you?

In Exodus 16, we learn about the miracle of manna and how God fed the people in the middle of the desert. Unscramble the words to learn how God did this.

"I MA NOGIG OT ARNI DEBAR"

"MFOR VANEHE OFR UYO DAN"

"CHAE YDA HET LEOPPE"

"LASHL OG TOU DNA THERAG"

"GHOUNE ORF HTAT YAD"

Draw a picture of something you are thankful for.